Wee Wee Walkers Boarding Kennel Contract 2022
(

Agreement Between

(Also known as the “Owner”)
and
Wee Wee Walkers, Duncannon, PA

)

It has been agreed upon between the two parties stated above that ( ______________________________)
has left in the care of Scott Seltzer the following animal(s):
1. _______________________
(Name Of Pet)
2. _______________________
(Name Of Pet)

_________________________
(Breed and Type)
_________________________
(Breed and Type)

I/We _________________________ have agreed to leave our pets listed above in the care of Wee Wee
Walkers at a cost of ____________________. These fees are based on short-term stays. I/We agree to
drop our pets off at times agreeable to both parties.
Failure to pick up our pet(s) or make other arrangements to have my/our pet(s) picked up at the
agreed upon dates without prior communication with Wee Wee Walkers will result in relinquishing
my ownership rights to my pet and my pet will be put up for adoption.
I understand there will be a $35.00 NSF charge for any returned cheques, and that this could result in
Wee Wee Walkers refusal to board my pet(s) again.
I/We understand that due to certain circumstances that our beyond anyone’s control and the fact that the
kennels allow socialization among the pets for those pets who are well socialized and that accidents or
health issues may occur, that my pet(s) may have to be taken to see a veterinarian. I/We give Scott Seltzer
permission to take our pet(s) to the to receive any medical attention that he/she may need. I/We also give
our veterinarian permission to release any information from our file on our pet’s health history should a
problem arise and that the information will be useful for the care of our pet(s). I/We understand that Scott
Seltzer will phone me or our emergency contact, immediately upon any reason that our pet(s) may need
medical attention. I/We agree to reimburse Scott Seltzer upon picking up our pet(s) any costs of vet bills
and medicine that was required in my absence.
I/We understand and agree that any behavioral problems that develop during the dog’s stay, will
be handled and treated in the best interest of the dog. I/We fully understand and agree to assume
the full financial responsibility for any and all expenses due to aggressive and destructive behavior.
I/We or any member of my family or representative hereby agrees to indemnity, agree to hold harmless,
and to release from Liability; Wee Wee Walkers , Scott Seltzer, Susan Seltzer or all other related names
and combination of names, for any and all risks involved with the kennels and any and all direct or
indirect results thereafter. I/We or any member of my family or representative hereby agrees to
indemnity, agree to hold harmless, and to release from Liability; for any claim by any person or company
against Wee Wee Walkers, Scott Seltzer and any or all other related names and combination of names,
including the legal costs to defend any such claim, whether or not the damages are caused in whole or in
part by the negligence, actions or inaction's of any of these parties. Signing below indicates your
acknowledgment, understanding and agreement to the terms contained within this Contract and
Agreement, and that you are setting your hand here to delivering your signature freely, voluntarily and
unconditionally.
Signed ___________________________ Date ____________________________

